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81. LNRODUCTION AND THEOREMS 
AN (UNORIENTED) link I of ,U components (I( 2 1) is the union of /L ordered pairwise disjoint 
polygonal simple closed curves h-i in the oriented 3-sphere S3. If ,U = 1, it is called an (un- 
oriented) knot. Throughout this paper we always assume that S3 has the right-handed 
orientation. 
If each component ki of a link I is oriented by assignment of a direction, 1 is called an 
oriented link. In this paper, we will distinguish carefully between unoriented links and 
oriented links. Generally, by a link is meant an unoriented link. 
Two links I and 1’ of 1~ and ,u’ components, respectively, are said to be of the same link 
type if ,u = 11’ and if there exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism h of S3 onto 
itself such that h 1 ki is a homeomorphism of ki onto k,‘, i = 1, . . . , p. Moreover, if I and 
I’ are oriented and ir 1 ki is also orientation preserving, then we say that f and I’ are of the 
same oriented link type. 
Many so-called link type invariants are actually oriented link type invariants. The 
Alexander polynomial is a typical and important example of an oriented link type invariant. 
It is defined by means of a rather specified presentation of the group G of the link. However, 
the group itself is not only the invariant of the oriented link type, but also an invariant of 
the unoriented link type. The signature a(/) of a link I is another example of an oriented 
link type. Most invariants do not distinguish between the oriented knot types with the same 
underlying knot. This makes the incertibility problem of knots difficult. The amphicheirality 
problem belongs to the same category, but it seems to be much easier. A link I is said to be 
(directly or indirectly) amphicheiral if I is of the same (oriented or unoriented) type as its 
mirror image I’. If we consider an oriented link type, the following well-known theorem 
gives a strong criterion. 
THEOREM. If an oriented link 1 is directly amphicheiral, then the signature of I is 0. 
This theorem cannot be applied to unoriented cases in any way. For instance, look at 
the simple link Z, in S3. For any possible orientation on I,, the oriented link I,f has non- 
zero signature. In fact, it is either + 1 or - 1. More precisely, we denote by _t 1, or - 2, 
the oriented link 1, with linking number + 1 or - 1. Then a(& I,) = + 1. Thus from the 
f A bar over a symbol which refers to a link indicates that the link is oriented. 
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FIG. 1. 
above theorem, it follows that I, cannot be directly amphicheiral, while it is easy to know 
that I0 is indirectly amphicheiral. This example shows us a necessity of finding a certain 
tractible invariant of unoriented link types. It is one of the motivations of the introduction 
of an unoriented link type invariant 5 defined below. 
Let I be a link of ~1 components. Giving an orientation to each component ki we 
obtain an oriented link 1 = k, u li, u ... u k,. Let a(l) be the signature of 1. Since ki 
and Ej are oriented and disjoint in an oriented 3-sphere S3, the linking number, link (Ei, Ej), 
of Li and Ej is well defined. Let link (I) = c link (gi, Ej), called the total Zinking 
si<jSp 
nwzber of 1. In particular, if 1( = 1, we set link (1) = 0. Then we shall prove: 
THEOREM 1. For a link I, o(l) + link (I) is independent of the orientation of I. That is 
to say, it is an inrariant of unoriented link type. This integer is denoted by t(l), i.e. c(l) = 
o(I) + link (I). 
In terms of 5, we can prove: 
THEOREM 2. If a link I is indirectly amphicheiral, then <(l,) = 0 for any sublink Ii of 1. 
Another discussion on indirect amphicheirality problem can be found in [I]. 
Another application of 5 is the following. 
Let k be a polygonal knot in S3. Suppose that k has period two [3], that is, there 
exists an orientation preserving auto-homeomorphism cp of S3 such that: 
(i) cp is of period two, 
(ii) cp preserves k setwisely, but not point-wisely, 
(iii) the set f of fixed points of cp is a simple closed curve, and 
(iv) k andfare disjoint. 
Then a recent work by Waldhausen [4] shows that f is unknotted. Thus the orbit space 
C = S3/q is really a 3-sphere and the image k, of k under collapse is a simple closed curve 
in c. Since f is a set of fixed points, the image f, off under collapse is again an unknotted 
curve in c. Combining k, and f,, we obtain a link I of two components in 2. While k, may 
inherit its orientation from that of k when it is oriented, the orientation off, cannot be 
given in any reasonable way. Thus I is an unoriented link. However, one may expect a 
certain relation among the invariants of k, k, and I, in which an unoriented link type in- 
variant 5 will be involved. In fact, in the final section, we shall prove 
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THEOREM 3. <(I) i <(k,) = j(k). 
We should note that in Theorem 3 t(k,,) and [(X-) coincide with the signatures of k, 
and k, since k, and k are knots. 
52. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let I= E, v ... u Eli be an oriented link obtained from 1. Let ci* denote the i-th com- 
ponent ki of 1 with the opposite direction to Ei. Let I* = k,* u Fz u ... u E,, . Then in 
order to prove Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show the following: 
(2.1) G(I) + link (I) = a(/*) + link (I*). 
However, since link (I) = 2 link (E,, kj) + c link (Gi, E,) and link (I*) = 
j=2 Z$i<j<P 
f link (E,*, I?~) + 2 link (li, gj), it follows that (2.1) is reduced to 
j=2 Zsi<js-;ll 
(2.2) a(l) + f link (x’,, Zj) = a(]*) + f link (RT, Pi). 
j=2 j=2 
Thus this section will be devoted to proving (2.2). 
The major part of the proof is the calculation of the signatures of the links 1 and I* 
by means of the link matrices. (For the definition of the link matrix, see [2], pp. 391-393,) 
Therefore, to minimize our task, we shall choose the most convenient diagrams of 1 and I*. 
First, we introduce some terminology. A link I = k, u . . * u k, is called a split link 
if there exists a 2-sphere S’ in S3 such that each component Ci of S3 - S2 contains at least 
one component of I. When Ci contains a sublink li, a split link 1 will be denoted by I, o I,. 
Now, let I = Ii u I, be an arbitrary link, Ii being a sublink of 1. Then it is easy to see 
that I can be deformed isotopically into I’ so that I’ is obtained from a split link I,’ 0 I,‘, 
Ii’ being of the same type as Ii, by attaching a finite number of bands a, ‘, . . . , an1 to I,’ and 
2 
a, 9 . . ..a. ’ to I,’ in such a way that 
(1) ari and a,j intersect iff r = s, 
(2) arl n ar2 (1 I r 2 n) is a simple arc ending on &z,l u &zrz,’ 
(3) %i u ?a,’ is of the link type I,, 
Usually, in a diagram L’: of I’, p(da,‘) n p(&j) or p(&q’) n L, need not be disjoint, 
where p is a regular projection of S3 onto S’. If L’ satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) p(i?a() is a simple closed curve in S’, 
(2) p(da,‘) and ~(?a,‘) intersect iff r = s, and p(&f) n p(da,‘) are two points, 
(3) ~(a,‘) and Lj intersect iff i =i, and 
(4) ~(a,‘) n L, is a simple arc on Li, 
7 8 denotes the boundary. 
1 The capital letters K, L, . denote diagrams of the links k, I, . . , respectively. 
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FIG. 2. 
then L’ is called a nice diagram of 1’ associated to a decomposition (II’, 12’) of 1. Figure 2 
is a nice diagram of a link of two trefoil knots. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any decomposition (I,, 1,) of a link 1, 1 can be deformed isotopically 
into a link 1’ = II’ u I,’ with a nice diagram associated to (I,‘, f2’), where li’ (i = I, 2) is of 
the same link type as Iif 
Proof. If at all intersections of L, and L,, L, passes over (or under) L,, then I, v I, 
is already split. Thus lemma is trivially true. Therefore, we assume that there are double 
points cI, . . . , c,, at which L, passes under L,. We attach a small disk ai to 1, as is shown 
in Fig. 3. Then l2 and 1,’ = Cl[(li Uio18a;) - iol(lz n ZaJ] are of the same link type. 
FIG. 3. 
Since 1,’ lies “above” 11, I, u 1,’ is split, i.e. I, u 1,’ = 1, 0 1,‘. Pull 12’ sufficiently far away 
so that L, and L,’ are disjoint in S’. Then the attaching disks a,, . . . , a,, will be stretched 
out, remaining mutually disjoint. Since aai always passes over I, except one double point, at 
which ai meets I,, we can deform 1, slightly, keeping the link type unchanged, to obtain 
a nice diagram. This proves Lemma 2.1. 
By performing one more deformation on I,’ and 12’ if necessary, we can assume that 
(2.3) The unbounded region of directed diagrams L,’ and E,’ of 1,’ and 1,’ is a p-region.’ 
Now we shall proceed to prove (2.2). 
t For the definition, see [2], p. 390. 
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FIG. 4. 
Consider an oriented link / and its nice diagram L associated to (I,, 12), where I, = k, 
and I, = k, v . . . v k, . In E, aiL n czi2 forms a small region, It; say. Then, by twisting ujz 
one half time if necessary, we may assume that Wi is an z-region (see Fig. 4). Thus there 
are n such a-regions W,, . . . , W, . Also, there are another n z-regions X,, . . . , X, , where Xi is 
placed between uil u aiz and u;+ 1 v ai’, , . In particular, X, is an unbounded region. 
Then, from the definition of Seifert domains, it follows 
LEMMA 2.2. W,, . . . , W,, and X,, . . . , X,, form a set of all a-regions of a Seifert domain. 
By making use of this diagram, it is fairly easy to form the link matrix M(z)’ of 1 
with respect to z, and it will be seen that M(t) “contains” those of 1, and I,. 
kM;MA 2.3. The link matrix &I(,?) is of the form: 
M(L)= k; 1;; ;; ii]> 
where (1) Mi (i = 1, 2) is the link matrix of Iif with respect to Li’, (2) each row and column 
of N, and N2 corresponds to Wi and Xi (1 _< i < n), respectively. 
Proof. Since any cc-region of L,’ is not incident to those of L,’ and also any z-regions of 
L,’ and L,’ are not incident to Wi, it follows that M(L) must have the required form. Thus 
it remains to show that Mi is the link matrix of li’. By Lemma 2.2, we see that W,, . . . , W,, 
X1,..., X,, and some P-regions form a Seifert domain ZO. Consider the common unbounded 
region rO oft,’ and I,‘. Since rO is a a-region, no row in M(L) corresponds to r,. Therefore, 
a-regions in L,’ and L,’ are in one-one correspondence with cc-regions in i, beside those 
in 9,. Thus M, and M, can be regarded as the link matrices of E,’ and &‘. This proves 
Lemma. 
Now the L-principal minor M*(E) of M(L) is obtained from those of M, and M2 
and further by deleting the X,-row.* Thus we see that 
t In the following, M(L) always denote the link matrix of the link I with respect to a diagram L, and 
M*(t) an L-principal minor of M(L). 
$ By X-row (or X-column) for an a-region X is meant the row (or column) corresponding to A’ in the 
link matrix. 
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Then a direct calculation leads to 
(2.4) (N, + N,‘)P’ = F,* + F’*’ and 2P(F,* + ,‘*I) = -H. 
Now S has the same signature of the matrix 5: 
s = USU 
( 
M,* + w,*’ 0 0 c,* + D,*’ 
0 Mz* + Mz*I 0 C2* + Dz*’ 
= 
0 0 x, + iv, r 0 
D,* + C,*’ D,* + C,*’ 0 Nz* + N2*f - P(F,* T F,*‘) 
= T@ (N, + N,‘), and similarly. for S’ and s‘: 
s”‘= us’o” 
[ 
bf, * -I- M,* 0 0 C,* + D,*’ 
0 lwz* + lMz*’ 0 Cl* + D,*’ 
= 
0 0 N,’ + IV,” 0 
D,* + C,*’ Dz* f CL*’ 0 IV,‘* + Nz’*’ - P(F,‘* + ,I*‘) 









n n n P 
Since a(N, +Nr’) = 1 sign(- Ed) = -c sign ci = -1 link (?a,‘, Sni2) = -x /ink (k,, 
i=l i=l i=l i=> 
ki), and a(N,’ + N,“) = --f link (I? r*, ki), it follows that a(S) = a(S) = a(T) - f link (k,, 
i L-z * i=z 
k,.) and a(S’) = ~(3’) = o(T’) - f link (L,*, Ki). Since F’;* + Fi*’ = -(F,* + Fz*‘), it 
i=2 
follows from Lemma 2.6 and (2.4) that N;* + N;*’ - P(F;* -k F;*‘) = A’;* + A’;*’ 
+ P(F,* + F,*‘) = A’;* -I- A’;*’ - H/2 = N2* + NT’ + H/2 = .Nz* + 3;’ - P(F,* + F;‘). 
This shows that T = T’, and hence, o(T) = a(T’). Consequently, 
a(S) + f link (i?,, ki) = a(Y) + f link (E,*, ki). 
i=2 i=2 
This completes the proof of (2.2), and hence, of Theorem 1. 
$3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We begin with the following 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Denote by I, # I2 the Schubert product of two links I1 and i2. Then 
WI # 12) = w,> + 502). 
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This proposition is a special case of the following 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 1 be a link obtained from a split link 1, 0 l2 by joining 1, andI by 
a band. Then 
W) = 81,) + 5(1*). 
Proof. Consider an oriented link 1. The orientation on 1 induces orientations on 1, 
and lz . Let I, and I, be oriented links with these induced orientations. Then from Lemma 7.3 
in [2] it follows that 
(3.1) o(l) = a(l,) + o(l,). 
Since link (t> = link (Ii) + link (I,), C(l) = ((1,) + t(&). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let 1’ denote the mirror image of a link 1. Then <(l’) = -t(l). 
Proof. Consider an oriented link / and its mirror image I’. It is well known that a(l’) = 
-a(l). Since link (I) = -link (I), ((1) = -[o(l’) + link (I’)] = -<(I’). Proposition 3.3 
implies immediately 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If 1 is indirectly amphicheiral, then t(l) = 0. 
Theorem 2 follows from Proposition 3.4. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREkl3 
We give an orientation to k. It induces an orientation on k,. A link 1 consists of k, 
and fo. Sincef, is unknotted and no direction onfo is prescribed, we can give an orientation 
to f, and deform I isotopically so that the diagram L in a neighborhood of F, is shown in 
Fig. 5, below, where n = link (jO, k,), m is a positive integer such that n -I- m > 0, d = n + m 
FIG. 5. 
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and q = d + m = n + 2m. The shaded areas denote o-regions. The r-regions are denoted 
by W(i,j), X(i) or Y(i). Further, by deformin g 1 slightly if necessary, we may assume that 
this diagram satisfies the following conditions. 
(4.1) (1) There are exactly 4 - 1 Seifert domains D(l), . . . , D(q - 1). (2) Each D(i). i P d, 
contains 1.(i) t 1 distinct r-regions W(i, l), . . . , W(i, l.(i)), X(i); and D(d) contains i.($J + 2 
distinct r-regions W(d, I), . . . , W(d, 2(d), Y(l), Y(2). 
Let p be a regular projection of c onto 2-sphere S’ in c. Let A,, . , A,, B,, . . . , B, be 
the points on f, such that p(Ai) and p(B,) form the set of all double points on F, (see Fig. 6). 
FIG. 6. 
Now we join two arcs A,A, and BIB, on f, by a narrow band D, in a very natural 
way, that is, Z(p(D,)) is a simple closed curve and F, n p(l),) = d(p(D,)) n F, c Intp(A,A,) 
u Intp(B,B,) i(see Fig. 16). Give an orientation to aD, so that the new link 2, = LO u 
Cl (dD, u f, -f. n Dl) is an oriented link. We note that 1, consists of a knot k, and two 
unknotted knots f, andf,‘, where fi contains A, and B,, and f, u f2' is split. It is clear 
that 1, is of the same type as (&, u 3?') # (+ I,). Therefore 
a(2,) = fl(k, u 32') + G(-tI,) = a(F, u32') - 1. 
Now consider the knot k. Let II/ be a projection of S3 --font0 1 -f,. Since k is two fold 
cyclic covering of k,, k can be deformed isotopically so that the diagram K near F is seen in 
Fig. 7, where xi, Bi, xi’, pi are points on k such thatpll/cp(r,) = &cp(a,‘) = Ai and&&?J = 
p$cp(/?,‘) = B,. Since cp is of period 2 and p is regular, ui , pi, ui’, /Ii’ are uniquely determined. 
The diagram K consists of exactly 4 - 1 Seifert domains, D’(l), . . . , D’(q - I), and each 
D’(i) contains exactly 2(1(i) - 1) a-regions, denoted by W’(i, l), . . . , W’(i, 2(i) - l), 
W”(i, l), . . .) W”(i, i.(i) - l), (W’(i,j), 1 <i 2 l.(i) - 11, {IV”(i,j), 1 -<i < i.(i)} and 
{ W(i,j), 1 lj < l.(i)) are in an obvious way in one-one correspondence to each other. 
NOW we join the arcs sr,/?,, rl,‘/?,’ by a band D,’ in a very natural way as is illustrated 
in Fig. 7, and give an orientation to D,’ so that &, = ,? u Cl(dD,’ - k n dD,‘)> is an 
oriented link. 
Apply this operation on I, and F;, again, and repeat it to obtain oriented links E,_, and 
I,_, (see Fig. 8). Apply an extra operation on I;,_, so that /$ is a split link. Since I,_, is 
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FIG. 7. 
of the same link type as 
E, # (+I,) # ..* # (+ I,) # (- 7,) # * . . # ( - 4) 
L / \ I 
d m 
and E, = LO 0 LO, it follows that: 
(4.2) o(I,_,) = a(&,) + (-d) + m = ~(?i,) - n and a(&) = 2a(&,). 
- Let 2 = a(I) -o(l,_,) and A = o(k) I. Then Theorem 3 is equivalent to 
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(3.3) E: = E.. 
In fact, i’(r) + a(&) = G(C) 
-G(l) + G(&,) - G(&,) + G(k,) = G(k) 
-G(t) - G(?,_,) = G(k) - 2G&) 
-G(l) - G(?,_,) = G(E) - a(&) 
02 = I.. 
To prove (4.3), we consider the link matrices of 1, P,, , L, i,_, and En. The g-regions in 
diagrams L,_, 
--- 
and ic’, are denoted by W, X, Y, m;’ and w” as is seen in Fig. 8. .&_, consists 
of q - 1 Seifert domains D(l), . . . , D(q - I), and each B(i), i # Q’, contains exactly i.(i) t(- 
regions V(i, l), . . , FF(i, i.(i) - I), AC(‘) I , and B(d) contains i.(d) + 1 x-regions W(L’, l), . . . , 
P(d, i.(d) - l), F(l), Y(2). On the other hand, K, consists of 2(q - 1) Seifert domains 
D’(l), * . , D’(q - I), D”(I), . . . ) D”(q - 1). Each is’(i) (or a”(i)) contains exactly j.(i) - 1 
z-regions JV’(i, l), . . . , W’(i, L(i) - 1) (or V”(i. l), . . . , W”(i, i(i) - 1)). Further, q(i, 1) is 
obtained by “amalgamating” W(i, 1) and CV(i, A(i)). Similarly, n’(i? 1) and w”(i, 1) are 
obtained by amalgamating W’(i, 1) and W”(i, 1). From these observations we can easily see 
that 
(4.4) (1) For r, s # 1, the incident relations between CY’(I’, r) and lV’(j, s), W”(i, r) and 
W”(i, s), w’(i, r) and m’(j, s), W”(i, r) and w”(j, s) are the same as that between W(i, r) 
and W(j, s). 
(2) For r, s # 1, W’(i, r) and CV”(i, s) are disjoint. 
The L-principal minor M*(z) of the link matrix M(E) of 1 with respect to z is obtained 
from M(L) by deleting the W(i, i.(i))-rows and columns, 1 _< i I q - 1. Also from (4.4)(l) 
we see that the L-principal minor M*(&_,) of the link matrix M(&_J of a link I,_, may 
be obtained from M*(z) by deleting further W(i, I)-rous and columns, I _< i _< q - 1. 
Thus, after rearranging simultaneously the rows and columns of M*(L), we may assume 
that M*(E) is of the form: 
M= M*(L) = ll”ijllI<i,j<3, 
where the rows and columns of M,, correspond to W(i, 1) and these of M,, to X(i), Y(i). 
Thus we see that 
f\/r*(zq-,) = llltfijllZ_<i.j~~* 
Now some of block matrices Mii may easily be determined. In fact, we have: 
LEMMA 4.1. (1) M,, =MJ2 = M,, = 0. 
(2) M33 is a diagoid malrir c-$ iJ.i 
(3) lMl3 is a (q - 1) x q rnattd Ilaiil/, where aij = 1 for 1 < i I q - 1, aj,j+l = - 1 for 
1 -<i 5 q - 1 and a,, = 0 otherwise. 
t Ed denotes the identity matrix of order ri. 
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Proof: (1) Since X(i) or Y(i) is not incident to CC’(r, s), 1 < s < L(r). it follows that 
M,, = MXz = 0. Further, from the definition of the link matrix, M,, = 0. Note that M,j 
may not be 0 (see Fig. 5). (2) and (3) also follow from the definition of the link matrix. 
This proves lemma. 
Next we consider M(R,). M*(R) is obtained from M(R) by deleting the W”(j, I)-rows 
and columns, 1 I j I q - 1. Since M*(R,) may be obtained from M*(K) by deleting the 
W’(j, 1)-rows and columns, we may assume that M*(KJ is of the form 
N = i’I*(Q = IlNijilI <i,j<I t 
where each row and column of N,, corresponds to CY’(I’, I), 1 < i < q - 1, and each row 
and column of Nz2 (and N,,) corresponds to a CV’(I’, j) (and W”(i, j)) for some 1 I i I q - 1, 
1 <j < A(i). 
Thus we see that M*(R,) = /I Nijj(z_<i,ja3. From (4.4) (l), it follows that 
(4.5) N,z is an L-principal minor of a knot matrix M(R) of k, and hence, Nzz + Ni2 is 
not singular. 
LEMMA 4.2. N,, = N,, = 0 and Nzr = N,, . 
Proof. From (4.4)(2), we see that N,, = N,, = 0. The second equality is obvious. 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 give us some information on the forms of M and N. Further, there 
are simple relations among block matrices in M and N. In fact, we can easily show that 
(4.6) Ml, = Nzl and Mz2 = Nzz . 
Collecting these results, we can now write 
M=[:’ i 2:) and N=[zI i Nc), 
where A, B, C denote M,, , IW,~, M,, , respectively. 
Our next step is to investigate relations among A, C, N,, and N,,. For a-regions X, 
Y, let A[X, Y] denote the (X-row, Y-column) entry of the matrix A. Then any entry of 
N,, is written as N[W’(i, 1), w”(j, II)], h # 1. Now we add all the W”(i, 2)-, . . . , W”(i, A(i) 
- 1)-rows of N to W’(i, 1)-row. Then N[ w’(i, l), W”(j, h)] becomes 
N[ W’(i, l), w”(j, h)] + N[ W”(i) 2), w”(j, II)] + . * . + N[ W”(i, I.(i) - l), W”( j, h)] 
= -(N[ w’(i, 2), W”(j, A)] + N[ W’(i, 3), W”(j, h)] + *. . 
+ N[ W’(i, J.(i) - l), W”(j, h)] + N[ W”(i, I), W”(j, II)]}, 
since, by definition, 
A(i)- 1 A(i)- 1 
rglN[ Ui, r>, W’Yj, h)l +,~lNI W”(i, r), WV, 1111 = 0. 
Further, since N[ @“(I’, r), W”(j, h)] = 0 for r, 11 # 1, N[W’(i, 1), W”(j, h)] becomes 
-[W”(i, l), W”(j, h)] = - N[W’(i, l), W’(j, h)]. 
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Let R be the matrix which represents this operation, i.e. “ to add all the I+“‘(& 2)-, . . . , 
W”(i, i(i) - I)-rows to IY’(i, I)-row”. Then the above process may be written in the matrix 
form as follows. 
(4.7) N, 3 + RA = - B. 
Similarly, we shall obtain 
(4.8) N3, + AR’ = - C. 
Thus, over the rational number field Q, N is equivalent to fl: 
‘VI 1 +RN,,- ’ 




BR ; -;j. &ere R = [” ; %]. 
Next, we shall consider the matrix IV, = N,, + RN,, - BR’. Each entry of N, is 
written as fi[ W’(i, 1), W’(j, I)] 1 _< i,j < q - 1. We claim, then, 
LEMMA 4.3. N, = 2M,, + S, \rAere S is a (q - 1) x (q - 1) matrix /jsJ, 
si,i = 1 for 1 I i < d, s~,~ = 0, 
s~,~= -Iford+ 1 -<j-<q- l,~~,~+~ = -1for 1 <i<d- 1, 
sj,j+I = lford_<j<q-&and 
s p,r = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. By (4.7), we see that 
fi[W(i, I), FV(j, I)] = N[W’(i, l), W’(j, I)] 
i(i)- 1 I(i)- 1 
+ ,F2 NC~f’“(i, r>, W’(j, 111 - C NI: Wi, I>, W’(j, 41. 
r=2 
A(i)- 1 i(i)- 1 
Since c N[W’(i, r), W’(j, I)] + c N[W”(i, r), W’(j, 1)] = 0, it follows that 
r=l ,=I 
(4.9) R[ W’(i, I), W’(j, l)] = N[W’(i, l), I%“(j, l)] -‘(~‘N[W’(i, r), W’(j, I)] 
r=1 
A(i)- I 
-NW”(j, 11, W’(j, 111 - ,g2 NW& I>, w(h 41 
A(i)- I 
= - .g2 NCWi, r>, V(j, 111 - N[W”(i, I), @Yj, l>J 
A(i)- 1 
- ,g2 WXW’(i, 11, Wj, 91. 
If r or t satisfies 1 < r < 2(i) or 1 < t < I.(j), then 
N[W’(i, r), W’(j, I)] = M[(i, r), W(j, I)] or N[ Cf”(i, l), W’(j, t)] = M[ W(i, l), W(j, t)]. 
Further, it is easy to show that 
MI:w(i, A(i)), rv(j, l)] + M[W(i, l), W(j, A(j))] = N[W(i, l), W’(j, l)]. 
Thus (4.9) becomes 
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(4.10) rn[W’(i, l), W’(j, l)] = -$M[W(i, r), W(j, l)] -AfM[W(i, l), W(j, t)]. 
_ r=2 
Now from the definition of the link matrix, we know that: 
(4.11) (1) For if d, 
a(i) 
1 M[W(i, r), W(j, l)] + M[X(i), W(j, l)] = 0. 
r=1 
(2) For j # d, 
A(j) 




W j 111 i- MY(l), W, 111 + WW), Wj, I>1 = 0, .> 
and 
,CIWW(i, I>, Wd, 01 -t MIVi, 11, Y(l)1 + MWi, l>, Y(2)] = 0. 
However, in the above expressions, many terms vanish. In particular, we see: 
(4.12) (1) M[X(I), W(j, l)] = 0 for any j and i # d. 
(2) M[ W(d, l), X(j)] = 0 for any j # d. 
(3) M[ Y(i), W(j, I)] = 0 for any j and i = 1, 2. 
(4) MCWcl, l), Y(l)1 + ML-W4 11, Y(2) = 0. 
Using these formulas (4.1 l)-(4.12), (4.9) becomes 
(4.13) (1). For i, j # d, 
A[ w’(i, l), W(j, l)] = 2M[ W(i, l), W(j, I)] + M[ W(i, l), X(j)]. 
(2) For j # d, i”[ W’(d, l), W’(j, l)] = 2M[ W(d, l), W(j, l)]. 
(3) For any i, 
N[W’(i, l), W’(d, l)] = 2M[ W(i, l), W(d, l)] + M[ W(i, l), Y(l)] + M[ W(i, l), Y(2)]. 
Therefore, to complete the proof of Lemma 4.3, it only remains to show that U = 
N, - 2M,, = lIuijl( is identical with S. From (4.13), we see that: 
(4.14) (I) For any i, j # d, uij = M[ W(i, l), X(j)]. 
(2) For any j, II 
(3) For any 1 ‘) r,d = hf[w(ip I>? y(I)] +‘MCW(k l>, y(2)1. up”  ‘. 
If Ii - jl 2 2, W(i, 1) and X(j) have no side in common. Thus M[W(i, l), X(j)] = 0. 
Similarly, if Ii - d( 2 2, then M[W(i, l), Y(j)] = 0. Thus nij = 0 for Ii -jl 2 2. Therefore, 
the only possible non-zero entries are I(~,~+ r, lli,i or Ili+l.i. The fact that these entries are 
identical with those of S is an immediate consequence of (4.14) and the following proposition: 
(4.15) (1) M[W(i, l), X(i)] is + 1 or - 1 according as i I d- 1 or i 2 d + 1. 
(2) M[W(i, l), X(i + l)] is - 1 or 0 according as i I d - 2 or i 2 d + 1. 
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(3) M[ W(d - 1, l), Y(l)] = - 1 and M[ W(d - 1, l), Y(2)] = 0. 
(4) M[W(j+ 1, l),X(j)]=Oor +l accordingasj+ 1 Ed- 1 orjf 1 >d+2. 
(5) M[W(d+ 1, l), Y(l)] = 0 and M[W(n+ 1, l), Y(2)] = 1. 
Thus the proof is completed. 
Now, since IV and IV are s-equivalent over Q, their symmetrized matrices N + N’ and 
iq + iv’ are S-equivalent over Q. Thus in order to calculate the signatures of 1, E, and E, 
and 
we can use fl + RI. However, we already know that: 
No + No’ B + C’ -B - C’ 
lif + rn’ = C+ B’ A+A’ 0 . 
-C-B’ 0 A + A’ I 
Since A + A’ is not singular, there exists a matrix T with entries in Q such that T(A -I- A’) = 
B + C’. By making use of T, we know that fl + fl’ and D have the same signature, where 
E -T T 
v= 
[ 1 
E and D = V(n + fi’)V* = [No + N,’ - 2T(C + B’)] 
E 
@(A + A’) @(A + A’). 
On the other hand, a direct calculation shows that: 
(4.16) P(M,, + M,,‘) = -MI, and 2M13Pf = -(S + S’), where P is a (q - 1) x q matrix 
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E -TP 
Then Ai + MI and F have the same signature, where W = 
[ I E and E 
F = W(M + M’) W’ = [M, , + M, ,’ - PIM, 31 - T(C 0 B’)] 0 (A + A’) 0 (M33 -I- M,,‘). 
Now G(L) = o(D) = 2o(.4 -t- A’) + G(N, + Iv’,’ - 2T(C + B’)) 
and 
o(l) = a(F) = o(A + A’) + LJ(M,~ + M,,‘) + c(M,, + MI1’ - PML3’ - T(C + B’)). 
Since o(A f A’) = G(&) and a(hIJ3 + IV,,‘) = --n, it follows that 
,! = “(N, + N,’ - 2T(C + B’)) 
and 
2 = G(M, , + M, If - PM,,’ - T(c f B’)). 
To show that I = 2, we recall Lemma 4.4 and (4.13). Then 
M,, + MI,’ -PM,,’ - T(C+B’)=Mll+Mlll’+_t(S+S) i.e.=M,,-T(C+B’) 
= +{A’, + NO’ - 2T(C + B’)). 
Consequently the two matrices NO + N,’ - 2T(C -t- B’) and M, 1 -t M,,’ - PM13’ - 
T(C + B’) have the same signature. That is to say, ,I = 1. This completes the proof of (4.4), 
and hence. of Theorem 3. 
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